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The purpose of this paper is to contribute from a theoretical point
of view to analyze the in‡uence that trade between countries may have
to enhance the growing possibilities of the world. We ask ourselves if
it is possible to transmit from one country to another its sustained
growth rate through trade. The answer that we found is that indeed it
is possible when they trade in intermediate goods inputs. Our analysis
identify a new element as a potential engine for one country growth,
that is trading, which is not related to the total factor productivity of
that country, but to some other trading partner’s factor productivity.
Hence we may need to consider trading relations among countries to
explain the in‡uence of some countries growth rates, say the leader
countries, on some others countries development, which do not experi-
ence productivity gains in their factors of production. We analyze this
question in the framework of the Ventura’s (1997) model.
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11 Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to contribute from a theoretical point of view to
analyze the in‡uence that trade between countries may have to enhance the
growing possibilities of the world. We ask ourselves if it is possible to trans-
mit from one country to another its sustained growth rate through trade.
The answer that we found is that indeed it is possible, when they trade in
intermediate goods inputs. In our paper we analyze the relation between
growth and trade in the simple framework of the Ventura’(1997) model. We
de…ne an economy with only two countries. Both of them use nontrading fac-
tors, capital and labor, to produce respectively the two intermediate goods,
which are used in the production of the same …nal non-traded good by using
the same technology. The di¤erence between the two countries is that one
of them has exogenous positive labor productivity in the production of one
intermediate good, which impinges a positive growth rate in autarky; while
the other country has zero growth rate in the autarkic steady state.
In a trade situation, since we assume that each country has comparative
advantage in the production of one of the intermediate goods, each country
completely specializes in the production of one of them, according to the
Ricardian theory.
After solving for the steady state we obtain that in this new situation,
with trade between the countries, there exist some equilibrium relative prices
such that the country without growth in autarky, begin to grow at the same
rate as the other country. Hence, we can see that trade can be a vehicle for
the transmission of sustained growth rates from one country to another. We
also prove by means of some parametric examples that both countries could
achieve a higher level of consumption under the trading regime than with
respect to the autarkic situation, which puts some rational in the decision
process for trading. Even we can show that the less developed country,
under the closed economy situation, may overtake the other, in per-capita
consumption, as a consequence of trade.
Most of economic growth analysis has been con…ned to a closed econ-
omy. The neoclassical growth model which had consider how the …nding
of growth will be modi…ed for an open economy, see Ramsey (1928), Solow
(1956) and Swan(1956), came up to the conclusion that opening up the neo-
classical model has straighforward, and to some extent rather uninteresting,
implications.
Also, there is a large empirical literature on the positive relation be-
tween growth and trade, see Barro and Sala-i-Martín (1995), but always has
proceeded dependently of a closed economy formal theory. Within the neo-
classical framework, the sole determinant of long-run growth in income per
capita is the rate at which exogenous technological breakthroughs occurs.
This suggest that interaction with other countries can have no e¤ect on an
economy´s long-run rate of growth. These standard points give too simple
2a picture how the analysis could be modi…ed for open economies. Other
authors that have consider the importance of trade in a dynamic context.
They have focused their analysis to answer how countries specialize in the
production of goods, and the pattern of trade (see, Uzawa (1965), Stiglitz
(1970), Baxter (1992), Stokey (1996)), but this literature do not address the
type of question that we do. in this paper.
More recently, in an important paper, Ventura (1997) has shown that
recognizing interdependence among countries should change the convergence
literature of growth in more fundamental ways. Ventura has emphasized the
implication of combining a weak form of the factor price-equalitzation theo-
rem with the Ramsey model. For trading economies, under the assumption
of factor price equalization, the law of diminishing returns applies only to
world averages, which implies that diminishing returns does not have to be
associated with conditional convergence. Hence, interdependence become
crucial for explaining the growth experiences of di¤erent countries.
In the existent literature we can also …nd some work about how the
growth of one country di¤uses to others. Mostly it is through the trans-
mission of technology what have been analyzed. The idea that products
are …rst produced in the developed economy, after which their production is
relocated to the less developed economy , was the basis for Vernon’s (1966)
product-cycle theory of international trade. This was …rst formalized by
Krugman (1979) in a model which the rate of innovation and imitation are
exogenous, and then subsequently extended in a Schumpeterian context by
Grossman and Helpman(1990; 1991a) , and by Segerstrom (1991).From the
empirical perspective it is interesting to consider the work by Coe and Help-
man(1995), keller(1998) and Bayoumi et al. (1999). But in our case, it is
the simple trade of intermediate goods that transfer the growth rate of one
country to another, neather the imitation nor the innovation process.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 develops the model and we
o¤er some general results. Section 3 is devoted to a parametric example to
obtain some interesting particular results. Finally, section 4 is devoted to
the conclusions.An appendix concludes.
2 The Model
2.1 The Environment
Our model is a continuous time world economy with only two countries;
j = 1,2. The countries´population grow at the same rate n, and the popu-
lation at each time, lj(t); can be identify with the labor resources existing
in the economy. There is one …nal good, yj(t); not tradable, and two po-
tentially tradable intermediate goods, xi
kj; k = 1;2; where xi
kj(t) 2 <++
is the amount of intermediate good k produced by the representative …rm
of country i(i = 1,2), and used as an input to produce the …nal good at
3date t in country j. Each country has many competitive …rms producing
the same …nal good with the same production function yj = F(x1j;x2j),
that combine the two intermediate goods as inputs, and can be produced
by both countries. We assume that the production function is continuously
di¤erentiable, has constant return to scale, satis…es the Inada conditions,
and exhibit positive and diminishing marginal product with respect each in-
put. Each country has a di¤erent technology to produce intermediate goods
by using labor, lj(t);and capital, kj(t) . In country 1, one e¤ective unit of




1 2 <++ is a measure of labor productivity and ° is the labor pro-
ductivity growth rate, ° > 0: The intermediate good 2 is produced by using
only capital according to x1
2 = A2k1. In country 2; the intermediate good
technologies are given by x2
1 = A2
1l2; and x2
22 = A3k2; where A2
1 2 <++ is a
measure of labor productivity in country 2, and A3 2 <++ is a measure of
capital productivity in country 2.1 That is:









jis the total amount of capital used in country 1 to produce the
intermediate good used as an input by country j; and l1
jis the fraction of the
total amount of labor used in country 1 to produce the intermediate good
used as an input by country j. That is:
l1
1 +l1





2 = 1; k2
1 +k2
2 = k2:
Each country has the same initial endowments: ki0) = b k > 0; li(0) = b l > 0,







dt; µ > 0
with ½j > n > 0, where ½j is the rate of impatience for country j, and
cj(t) 2 <++ is the per capita consumption rate of the consumer of country
j at date t.
From the previous description of the economy, we see that there are the
following competitive markets: the factor markets, which include capital
and labor; the two intermediate goods markets, and the …nal good market.
WeWe assume that capital does not depreciate and international
factor movements are not permitted.
1The speci…cation of the previous production functions to obtain the intermediate
goods, is chosen because it drastically simpli…es the mathematics of the paper. Ventura
(1997) interprets this technology as a limiting case of a more general description of a
technology in which each intermediate industry uses both labor and capital as inputs, and
shows that the main results of his paper also holds for the generalized model. In our case,
we can also extend the analysis in the same way.
42.2 The Autarky Situation
In the autarky situation,we assume that there is no trade between the two
countries and perfect competition prevails in each market of each country.
From the standard theory we will …nd that the growth rate in each country
in an stationary equilibrium will be given by the exogenous rate of growth
of the labor productivity. Since in country 1 the labor productivity grows
at rate ° > 0; and for country 2 we assume no productivity growth at all.
Hence we …nd that in an stationary state the main endogenous variables
of each country will be growing at its own exogenous factor productivity
growth rate.
2.3 The Trading Situation
In a trading situation, we now assume that each country can only trade in
the intermediate goods market. Since the intermediate good 1 produced in
country 1 can also be used as an input in the production of the …nal good
in country 2, and the same for the other country and the other intermediate
good.
We solve for the competitive equilibrium of the world economy through
the corresponding planner problem for each country.
A competitive equilibrium is a sequences of per capita consumptions
plans: cj(t);per capita capital stock: k






j2(t); …nal per capita good yj and a
sequences of prices: p1(t);p2(t),p3(t);p4(t) such that:
i)-Given prices and the demand for intermediate good exports: x1
12;x1
22;






1 solves the problem for the represen-





































21 is the trade balance of country 1.
ii) Given prices and the demand for exports x2
11;x2







2 solves the problem for the representative consumer
in country 2, analogous that we do for country 1.
52.4 Result on Specialization
Here we show that countries specializes in the production of one intermediate
input due to the fact that we assume that each country has a di¤erent
technology to produce those intermediate products.
Assume that trade balance is in equilibrium, and there exist perfect sub-
stitution between the products produced in both countries; this means in









21: Furthermore we specialize the produc-
tion function F(x11;x21) = (x11)®(x21)1¡®; and similarly for country two.
After substituting the last four constraints of the problem of country
one into the …rst one we have the Hamiltonian function for the problem of
country 1:
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¸= ¸(n¡ p2A2) (7)
6lim
t!1 ¸tkt = 0 (8)
Suppose that conditions (1-8) holds with equality, then in the steady
state equilibrium we …nd:
p1 = p3 and p2 = p4;
also:
p2 =







and we known that p2 need to be equal for both countries, so:
b ° + n+ ½1
A2
=
°¤ + n+ ½2
A3
(9)




[(n + b °) + c1
k1] ®





[(n +°¤) + c2
k2] ®
(1¡®)p1 +(n+ °¤) + c2
k2 ¡ -¤A3
:
In the steady state
:
k1
k1 = °; and
:
k2
k2 = 0; then b ° = °, °¤ = 0; so if we
substitute in (9) we have a contradiction.







and so specialization takes place.
2.5 Results on Growth
Once the specialization takes place in each country in the production of the
intermediate good, we just solve the problem for the steady state equilib-
rium.











A3 which is the world interest
rate; also from the …rst order necessary conditions we have p1; then we know
the relative price
p1
p2 = p: Since F0
2 is homogeneous of degree 0 and F
00
2 < 0,





´ g(p2). Then we can get the rest of the


































Hence, the level of all variables depends on the parameters: µ;A3;½2; b °¤: At
the same time, as we see, it follows from the previous expressions ° = b °¤;
then we can conclude that both countries will grow at the same rate ° > 0
in the steady state.
3 An Example
Using the same Cobb-Douglas production function for each country, yj =
(x®
1j ¢ x1¡®
2j ); 0 < ® < 1, and assuming the trade balance is in equilibrium
(VExpj = 0);. then solving the equilibrium for each country we will have:
p2 =



































2 = (½2 ¡ n+ b °¤(µ ¡1))[
A3(1 ¡ ®)
½2 +µb °¤ ]1=®A1e°t
A3
:
From the previous expressions,we can compare the per capita consump-














1 ¢ µ ¢ b °¤ > 1:
8But this conditionis always satisfy by assumption on A3; which is the one
allow us to say that country 2 specializes in the production of intermediate
good 2.
Also we can compare the per capita consumption levels between coun-




b °¤(µ ¡ 1)+ ½2 ¡ n
2½2 +µb °¤ ¡n
< 1:
Hence, the consumption level of country 2 could be higher than the
consumption level of country 1 if ® is su¢ciently small. That means that
the output elasticity of the intermediate good 1 should be small. This is
an important result because it shows that the less developed country,before
trade take place, may overtake the other growing country, in per-capita
consumption, as a consequence of trade.
4 Conclusions
In this model we consider a simple two country model within the framework
of the Ventura´s (1997) paper. We analyze the role that trade in intermedi-
ate products plays in the transmission of exogenous growth rates from one
country to another.
We conclude that, under some technological assumptions in the produc-
tion function of the intermediate goods,that leads to specialization (as the
Ricardian doctrine would suggest) in the production of those intermediate
inputs, trade of such products can in fact set up a positive sustained growth
in one country which would be otherwise impossible under an autarkic sit-
uation.
One of the implications of this kind of result is that convergence results
in countries growth rates need to be revised as the Ventura work would also
suggest... Hence, we want to point out that some further research need to
be done in the empirical arena in order to see the implications for growth
of trade relationships between countries. If we ignore this interdependence,
the results that we may have will not be a good picture of the real engine
of a country wealth.
It would be also interesting to compare our result with those that may
come from the analysis of several di¤erent ways to integrate both countries.
Some transitional dynamics analysis need also to be done as an additional
result to the ones we present in this paper.
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The Hamiltonian function for this problem after substituting the restric-












the …rst order necessary, and su¢cient, conditions for any interior solution































kdenotes the partial derivative of the function with respect to the
k variable. From (2) and (3) we obtain that the relative prices are equal to

























k2 +nk2 · F(x2
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By substituting the restrictions of the intermediate goods in the resource
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k2 +nk2 = F2(A1e°tl12;A3k22) + p2(k2 ¡ k2
2)¡ p1A1e°tl2
1 (10)






















From equation (6) and previous expression we have:
p2 =
µc °¤ + ½2
A3
: (12)









2 is homogeneous of degree 0 and F
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which substituted in the expression(7) yields the value ofp1in the steady
state. We can see that independently of the trade balance, the relative
prices in equilibrium are unique, say p. Since those equilibrium prices are
the same for both countries, and by assumption the production functions
for the …nal good are the same for both countries, and from the previous
































































13The level of all variables depends of p2;we know that
p2 =
µc °¤ + ½2
A3
;
since all variables depends of the parameters: µ;A3;½2; c °¤:At the same time,
we can conclude that both countries will grow at the same rate °
1415